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FOREWORD 

 

More has been said about the writing of lawyers and judges than of any other group, except, 

of course, poets and novelists. The difference is that while the latter has usually been admired 

for their writing, the public has almost always damned lawyers and judges for theirs. If this 

state of affairs has changed in recent times, it is only in that many lawyers and judges have 

now joined the rest of the world is complaining about the quality of legal prose.   

 

My best wishes to all these student contributors, for their future endeavors. My best wishes 

and assurance to the readers that this will add a lot to the knowledge after reading this 

Judiciary notes. It’s not just for the legal fraternity but for anyone who has an interest in the 

field of law.  

 

- By Vrinda Khanna, Associate, All India Legal Forum 
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PREFACE 

 

 

May there be Peace in Heaven, May there be Peace in the Sky, May there be Peace in the 

Earth, May there be Peace in the Water, May there be Peace in the Plants, May there be 

Peace in the Trees, May there be Peace in the Gods in the various Worlds, May there be 

Peace in all the human beings, May there be Peace in All. 

 PEACE, PEACE, PEACE.  

 Our age-old culture prays for peace and happiness for one and all. Family is the first and 

oldest social group. It has played an important role in the stability and prosperity of the 

civilization. Almost everything of lasting value in humanity has its roots in the family. Peace 

and harmony in the family are important for the all-round development of children. This 

Compilation of Judiciary notes by All India Legal Forum is aimed at bringing about desired   

sensitivity in all duty holders. We’re glad to be a part of the All India Forum. Here’s an 

introduction to my team:  

 

◆ Patron- in-Chief: Aayush Akar  

◆ Editor-in-Chief: Shubhank Suman  

◆ Senior Manager: Vrinda Khanna 

◆ Manager: Shree Latha Sampat 

◆ Researchers:  

 Elamathy. S  

 Yash Sharma   

 Aastha Miglani  

◆ Editor: Livya P. Lalu 
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DISCLAIMER 

 

Team AILF India has made all efforts to summarize the Judiciary notes retrieved from AIR 

and SCC. In some cases, the team has tried to summarize cases from the available sources as 

they could not find original ones.  
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ANTONYMS 1.1 

 

1. above-below 

2. absent-present 

3. abundant-scarce 

4. accept-refuse 

5. accidental-intentional 

6. accurate-incorrect 

7. admit-deny 

8. advance-retreat 

9. after-before 

10. against-for 

11. ahead-behind 

12. all-none 

13. always-never 

14. antique-modern 

15. asleep-awake 

16. attack-defend 

17. aunt-uncle 

18. authentic-imitation 

19. awake- asleep 

20. bad-good 

21. bald-hairy 
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22. beautiful-ugly 

23. beginning-end 

24. beg-offer 

25. beneath-above 

26. best-worst 

27. bitter-sweet 

28. black-white 

29. borrow-lend 

30. bottom-top 

31. boy-girl 

32. brave-scared 

33. break-fix 

35. brother-sister 

36. buy-sell 

37. careful-careless 

38. catch-throw 

39. cease-begin 

40. certain-uncertain 

41. cheerful-sad 

42. city-country 

43. closed-open 

44. cold-hot 

45. combine-separate 
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46. comedy-tragedy 

47. come-go 

48. complete-incomplete 

49. condemn-praise 

50. conquer-fail 

51. contract-expand 

52. cool-warm 

53. country-city 

54. crooked-straight 

55. cruel-kind 

56. dangerous-safe 

57. dark-light 

58. daughter-son 

59. day-night 

60. dead-alive 

61. death-life 

62. deep-shallow 

63. depart-arrive 

64. destroy-create 

65. different-same 

66. dirty-clean 

67. discourage-encourage 

68. disgrace-honor 
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69. drunk-sober 

70. dry-wet 

71. dwarf-giant 

72. early-late 

73. east-west 

74. easy-hard 

75. empty-full 

 

EXERCISE 

 

1. withdraw 

a. reduces 

b. need 

c. advance 

d. want 

 

2. secret 

a. friendly 

b. covert 

c. hidden 

d. overt 

 

3. heartfelt 
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a. loving 

b. insincere 

c. unhealthy 

d. humorous 

 

4. impartial 

a. hostile 

b. biased 

c. dislike 

d. worried 

5. luminous 

a. clear 

b. dim 

c. brittle 

d. clever 

 

6. awe 

a. borrows 

b. shallow 

c. low 

d. contempt 

 

7. pit 
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a. group 

b. peak 

c. selects 

d. marries 

 

8. rotund 

a. round 

b. unimportant 

c. thin 

d. dull 

 

9. talent 

a. ungrateful 

b. silent 

c. show 

d. inability 

 

10. common 

a. strange 

b. uneasy 

c. quick 

d. fast 
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11. brazen 

a. bashful 

b. boisterous 

c. noisy 

d. heated 

 

12. expect 

a. attend 

b. regret 

c. despair 

d. loathes 

 

13. malodorous 

a. acrid 

b. pungent 

c. fragrant 

d. delicious 

 

14. expound 

a. besmirches 

b. confuses 

c. confine 

d. condemns 
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15. pique 

a. value 

b. gully 

c. smooth 

d. soothes 

 

16. abate 

a. free 

b. augment 

c. provokes 

d. wane 

 

17. dearth 

a. lacks 

b. poverty 

c. abundance 

d. foreign 

 

18. peaked 

a. tired 

b. arrogant 

c. pointy 
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d. ruddy 

 

19. abridge 

a. shortens 

b. extends 

c. stress 

d. easy 

 

20. kindle 

a. smother 

b. detests 

c. enemy 

d. discourages 

 

21. meager 

a. kind 

b. generous 

c. thoughtful 

d. copious 

 

22. philistine 

a. novice 

b. intellectual 
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c. pious 

d. debutante 

 

23. zenith 

a. worst 

b. apex 

c. nadir 

d. past 

 

24. germane 

a. irrelevant 

b. indifferent 

c. impartial 

d. improvident 

 

25. irascible 

a. determined 

b. placid 

c. reasonable 

d. pliant 

 

Answers: 
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1.c. to withdraw means to remove or retreat; to advance is the opposite of retreat 

2. d. secret means hidden or covert; overt means open to view 

3. b. heartfelt means expressing genuine feeling, or sincere, so insincere is its opposite 

4. b. impartial means to be without prejudice or bias, therefore biased is the opposite 

5. b. luminous means radiating or reflecting light, or glowing; dim means dark or dull 

6. d. awe means a sense of deep respect or veneration; contempt means a lack of respect, or 

disdain 

7. b. a pit is a hole and a peak is the top of a hill or mountain 

8. c. rotund means rounded or plump, therefore thin is the opposite 

9. d. a talent is a special creative or artistic ability, therefore inability is the opposite 

10. a. common means ordinary or familiar; strange means unfamiliar 

11. a. brazen means to be defiant or insolent; bashful means to be shy or timid 

12. c. to expect is to wait for or to look forward to; to despair is to lose all hope 

13. c. malodorous means to have a bad smell; fragrant means smelling sweet or delicate 

14. b. to expound means to explain; to confuse, or confound, is the opposite of expound 

15. d. to pique means to excite or irritate; to soothe means to calm 

16. b. to abate means to reduce in degree or intensity; to augment means to increase 

17. c. dearth means an inadequate supply or lack of something; abundance means an ample 

quantity, or wealth 

18. d. to be peaked is to appear pale or wan; to be ruddy is to have a 

healthy, red complexion 

19. b. to abridge means to shorten and to extend means to lengthen 

20. a. to kindle means to start burning or ignite; to smother means to stifle or suppress 
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21. d. meager means lacking in quality or quantity; copious means present in large quantity, 

or abundant 

22. b. philistine is used disparagingly to describe a person guided by material rather than 

intellectual values; an intellectual is a person who engages in creative use of his or her 

intellect 

23. a. zenith means the highest point or the apex; nadir means the lowest point 

24. a. germane means to be appropriate or relevant, therefore irrelevant is the opposite 

25. b. irascible means easily angered; placid means calm or serene 
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ANTONYMS 1.2 

 

1. Prolonged - Brief  

2. Ignorance - cognisance  

3. Boosted - decreased 

4. Destitution - prosperity  

5. Stymie - favour  

6. Debilitated - sound 

7. Diligence - negligence 

8. Withering - growing 

9. Humiliation - respect  

10. Preferential - unbiased 

11. Sleaze - upright 

12. Endangered - livening up 

13. Lackadaisical - energetic  

14. Diversity - homogeneity 

15. Widening - shrinking 

16. Stagnated - increased 

17. Comprises - excludes  

18. Hazy - clear  

19. Scarce - abundant 

20. Deprived - enabled 

21. Bleak - bright  
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22. Marginal - Crucial 

23. Adverse - Favourable  

24. Rapid - Gradual 

25. Rarely - often 

26. Vulnerable - protected  

27. Alleviating - aggravating 

28. Zeal - Indifference 

29. Wreck - Create 

30. Urbane - rough 

31. Taunt - respect 

32. Tame - wild 

33. Stern - liberal 

34. Sarcastic - complimentary 

35. Remote - near 

36. Persecute - support 

37. Quell - agitate 

38. Opulence - penury 

39. Onerous - light 

40. Morbid - healthy 

41. Laxity - firmness  

42. Insubordinate - obedient 

43. Guile - ingenuousness 

44. Fatuous - sensible 
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45. Fallacious - true  

46. Crestfallen - excited 

47. Censure - praise 

48. Apposite - irrelevant 

49. Ban - permit 

50. Banish - harbour 

 

EXERCISE: 

 

1. SPECTACULAR 

(a) rigid  

(b) abnormal 

(c) bogus  

(d) dismal 

(e) hazy 

 

2. INCARCERATED 

(a) entertained 

(b) released 

(c) obliged 

(d) benefited 

(e) expanded 
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3. CALLOUSNESS 

(a) apathy  

(b) reception 

(c) sympathy  

(d) wisdom 

(e) yearning 

 

 

4. VULNERABLE 

(a) prone  

(b) protected 

(c) guided  

(d) unconcerned 

(e) aware 

 

5. MILD 

(a) abnormal  

(b) hostile 

(c) severe  

(d) unpleasant 

(e) rigid 

 

6. SENSITIVITY 
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(a) callousness  

(b) ignorance 

(c) resentment  

(d) disloyalty 

(e) frivolity 

 

7. EXPANDING 

(a) shrinking  

(b) disappearing 

(c) abjuring  

(d) vanishing 

(e) distancing 

  

8. UNDERMINES 

(a) initiates  

(b) supports 

(c) enforces  

(d) regulates 

(e) addresses 

 

9. CASUAL 

(a) privileged  

(b) bargaining 
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(c) major  

(d) regular 

(e) fruitful 

 

10. DEPRESSED 

(a) humble  

(b) dejected 

(c) laughing  

(d) cheerful 

(e) sentimental 

 

11. INDELIBLE 

(a) immortal  

(b) effaced 

(c) stoic 

(d) vague 

(e) brief 

 

12. ENABLES 

(a) disables  

(b) halts 

(c) distracts  

(d) affected 
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(e) checks 

 

13. UNBRIDLED 

(a) restrained  

(b) tender 

(c) delicate  

(d) awesome 

(e) perplexing 

 

14. DELIBERATION 

(a) consideration  

(b) provocation 

(c) rashness  

(d) summation 

(e) vocation 

 

 

15. DISSUADED 

(a) prevented  

(b) refrained 

(C) agreed  

(d) condoled 

(e) supported 
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16. TRIBUTE 

(a) love  

(b) hatred 

(c) memory  

(d) play 

(e) obeisance 

17. OMNIPRESENCE 

(a) omnipotent  

(b) presentable 

(c) absence  

(d) disrespect 

(e) laconic 

 

18. STARK 

(a) totally  

(b) half-heartedly 

(c) partially  

(d) completely 

(e) amazingly 

 

19. EXPAND 

(a) block  
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(b) obstruct 

(c) divert  

(d) narrow 

(e) pressurise 

 

20. INITIATION 

(a) diversion  

(b) neglect 

(c) end  

(d) hamper 

(e) twist 

 

21. EMBRACE 

(a) criticise  

(b) rebuke 

(c) doubt  

(d) scrutinise 

(e) reject 

 

22. INDIGENOUS 

(a) Autochronous  

(b) Foreign 

(c) Aboriginal  
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(d) Pertaining to India 

(e) Native 

 

23. AMBIGUOUS 

(a) Explicit  

(b) Equivocal 

(c) Disparity  

(d) Confusing 

(e) Vague 

 

24. MARGINALISED 

(a) emancipated  

(b) empowered 

(c) established  

(d) marked 

(e) overwhelmed 

 

25. SANCTION 

(a) jurisdiction  

(b) judgement 

(c) rebuke  

(d) thwarting 

(e) disapproval 
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Answers: 

1. (d) 

2. (b) 

3. (c) 

4. (b) 

5. (c) 

6. (a) 

7. (a) 

8. (b) 

9. (d) 

10. (d) 

11. (e) 

12. (a) 

13. (a) 

14. (c) 

15. (e) 

16. (b) 

17. (c) 

18. (c) 

19. (d) 

20. (c) 

21. (e) 

22. (b) 
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23. (a) 

24. (b) 

25. (e) 
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ANTONYMS 1.3 

 

1.absent – present 

2.abstract – concrete  

3.abundant - scarce 

4.accept - decline, refuse 

5.accurate - inaccurate 

6.admit - deny 

7.advantage - disadvantage 

8.against - for 

9.agree - disagree 

10.alive - dead 

11.all - none, nothing 

12.ally - enemy 

13.always - never 

14.ancient - modern 

15.answer - question 

16.antonym - synonym 

17.apart - together 

18.appear - disappear, vanish 

19.approve - disapprove 

20.arrive - depart 

21.artificial - natural 
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22.ascend – descend 

23.assertion – confusion  

24.attic - cellar 

25.attractive – repulsive 

26.authentic – fake  

27.awake – asleep 

28.backward - forward 

29.bad - good 

30.beautiful - ugly 

31.before - after 

32.begin - end 

33.below - above 

34.bent - straight 

35.best - worst 

36.better - worse, worst 

37.big - little, small 

38.bitter - sweet 

39.black - white 

40.blame - praise 

41.bless - curse 

42.bold - meek, timid 

43.borrow - lend 

44.bottom - top 
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45.bound - unbound, free 

46.boundless - limited 

47.boy - girl 

48.brave - cowardly 

49.bright - dim, dull 

50.brighten - fade 

51.broad - narrow 

52.build - destroy 

53.calm - windy, troubled 

54.can - cannot, can't 

55.capable - incapable 

56.captive - free 

57.careful - careless 

58.cheap - expensive 

59.cheerful - sad, discouraged, dreary 

60.clear - cloudy, opaque 

61.clever - stupid 

62.clockwise - counterclockwise 

63.close - far, distant 

64.closed - ajar, open 

65.clumsy - graceful 

66.cold - hot 

67.combine - separate 
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68.come - go 

69.comfort - discomfort 

70.common - rare 

71.compulsory - voluntary 

72.conceal - reveal 

73.contract - expand 

74.cool - warm 

75.correct - incorrect, wrong 

76.courage - cowardice 

77.courteous - discourteous, rude 

78.create - destroy 

79.crooked - straight 

80.cruel - kind 

 

Exercises:  

1. Dismal 

a. Depressing 

b. Upset 

c. Competent 

d. Smiling 

 

2. Elevated  

a. Raised 
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b. Stabilized 

c. Fallen 

d. Slanted 

 

3. Routine 

a. normal 

b. irregular 

c. actuate 

d. abysmal 

 

4. Truncate 

a. pus 

b. break 

c. divide 

d. extend 

 

5. Accessible 

a. free 

b. recession 

c. approachable 

d. unapproachable 

 

6. Unbar 
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a. joke 

b. barrister 

c. barricade 

d. rally 

 

7. Spur 

a. hinder 

b. obtuse 

c. repel 

d. bolster 

 

8. Boorish 

a. urbane 

b. rude 

c. course 

d. boring 

 

9. Cowardly 

a. act 

b. pretend 

c. fool 

d. intrepid 
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10. Brusque 

a. curt 

b. rude 

c. short 

d. pleasant 

 

11. Console 

a. equal 

b. symmetric 

c. torment 

d. harmony 

 

12. Ruffled 

a. game 

b. composed 

c. patent 

d. diluted 

 

13. Defame 

a. spoil 

b. ruin 

c. disrepute 

d. praise 
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14. Unambiguous 

a. certain 

b. clear 

c. questionable 

d. definite 

 

15. Unhinged 

a. ventricle 

b. insane 

c. balanced 

d. loose 

 

16. Dote 

a. fearless 

b. intrepid 

c. timid 

d. criticize 

 

17. Brittle 

a. shapely 

b. ploy 

c. flex 
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d. supple 

 

18. Evenhanded 

a. fair 

b. just 

c. partial 

d. equitable 

 

19. Casual 

a. ponder 

b. deliberate 

c. imitate 

d. pardon 

 

20. Expert 

a. novice 

b. admonish 

c. scold 

d. condone 

Answers:  

 

1.C 

2.C 
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3.B 

4.D 

5.D 

6.C 

7.A 

8.A 

9.D 

10.D 

11.C 

12.B 

13.D 

14.C 

15.C 

16.D 

17.D 

18.C 

19.B 

20.A 
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ANTONYMS 1.4 

 

1. Cohere – fall apart. He made the series of fictions cohere into a convincing sequence. 

2. Untenable – tenable. This argument which he gave in his defense was clearly untenable. 

3. Blunt – intensify. He has made a precarious living as a painter. 

4. Sophisticated – crude. The institute provides highly sophisticated computer systems. 

5. Augment – decrease. He augmented his summer income by painting houses. 

6. Alleviate – aggravate. He was able only to alleviate her pain. 

7. Disengage – attach. I disengaged his hand from mine. 

8. Ameliorate – worsen. The reform did much to ameliorate living standards. 

9. Entrenched – superficial. I have an entrenched resistance to change. 

10. Intrusion – withdrawal. He was furious about this intrusion into his private life. 

11. Hitherto – afterward. Hitherto part of French West Africa, Benin achieved independence 

in 1960. 

12. Abdicate – accept. He has always abdicated whenever given a responsibility. 

13. Grapple – let go of. He grappled the young man around the throat. 

14. Trigger – discourage. Stress or overwork can trigger an allergy. 

15. Meek – impatient. He brought his meek little wife along. 

16. Endorse – oppose. He earns more money endorsing sports clothes than playing football. 

17. Rebuff – accept. I asked her to be my wife, and was rebuffed in no uncertain terms. 

18. Abrogate – institute. The ministry proposed to abrogate the electoral law of 1850 

19. Insular – broad-minded. They are a group of stubbornly insular farming people. 
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20. Dispensation – restriction. Although she was too young she was given special 

dispensation to sing. 

21. De Facto – alleged. The country was de facto divided between two states. 

22. Fraught – calm. There was a fraught silence. 

23. Aloof – familiar. They were courteous but faintly aloof. 

24. Prodigious – small. The stove consumed a prodigious amount of fuel. 

25. Stigmatize – eulogize. He was stigmatized in fashion by the people. 

26. Jeopardize – safeguard. He jeopardized his as well as my life by jumping in the lake. 

27. Cognizant – unaware. Statesmen must be cognizant of the political vicinity within which 

they work. 

28. Pervasive – uncommon. Racism is pervasive and entrenched in our society. 

29. Lucrative – unprofitable. She has a lucrative career as a stand-up comedian 

30. Fiasco – failure. Her plans turned into a fiasco. 

31. Clamour – silence. The questions rose to a clamour. 

32. Unrelenting – intermittent. His unrelenting efforts led to his success. 

33. Tranquility – commotion. The tweeting of birds gives tranquility. 

34. Retract – assert. He was forced to retract an opinion too liberal for the time. 

35. Ghastly – pleasant. It was one of the most ghastly crimes ever committed. 

36. Scarcely – often. Scarcely a day goes by when they don’t see or talk to each other. 

37. Contingent – predictable. The nature of the job that I do is contingent. 

38. Superfluous – necessary. The purchaser should avoid asking for superfluous information. 

39. Competence – incompetence. Courses were launched to improve the competence of staff. 

40. Fuss – Convenience. They settled in with very little fuss. 
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41. Affinity – dislike. He had a special affinity with horses. 

42. Embellish – simplify. Followers often embellish stories about their heroes. 

43. Faction – harmony. The army faction strengthened day by day. 

44. Desperate – cheerful. As the supply of food ran out, people became desperate. 

45. Defiance – submission. Despite her defiance, her voice shook. 

46. Temerity – shyness. No one had the temerity to question his conclusions. 

47. Enliven – subdue. My visit to my mother had quite clearly enlivened her. 

48. Pragmatic – Impractical. There was no pragmatic solution to the problem. 

49. Adversary – ally. Sonia beat his old adversary in the quarter-finals. 

 50. Cynicism – Optimism. Her cynicism has influenced me more than I thought. 

51. Inconceivable – likely. They behaved with inconceivable cruelty. 

52. Hefty – feeble. He aimed a hefty kick at the door. 

53. Glare – Smile. She almost gave me a glare of contempt. 

54. Cripple – boost. The thought of him almost crippled her. 

55. Buck – Accept. The shares bucked the market trend. 

56. Kindle – douse. They kindle lights, he says, assuming one is in the darkness. 

57. Hospitality – unfriendliness. Scotland is a country which is renowned for its hospitality. 

58. Partly – completely. The result is partly a matter of skill and partly of chance. 

59. Coherence – incoherence. Many questions were further raised on the coherence of state 

policy. 

60. Revoke – introduce. The men appealed and the sentence was revoked. 

61. Bygone – contemporary. That is contrary to the observation of philosophers of bygone 

days. 
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 62. Ratify – reject. Both countries were due to ratify the treaty by the end of the year. 

63. Nefarious – good. The nefarious activities of the organized – crime syndicates. 

64. Hegemony – self-government. Germany was united under Prussian hegemony after 1871. 

66. Enormity – goodness. The enormities of war are way too high as expected. 

67. Abolition – retention. He was responsible for the abolition of the death penalty. 

68. Concomitant – unrelated. She loved travel, with all its concomitant worries. 

69. Intransigent – complaint. Her father had tried peruasion, but she was intransigent. 

70. Oratorical – plain-spoken. He shunned fashionable society. 

71. Unravel – complicate. They were attempting to unravel the cause of death. 

72. Patchy – uniform. There was patchy fog in the sky. 

73. Dismantle – assemble. The engines were dismantled and the bits piled into a heap. 

74. Despise – like. He despised himself for being selfish. 

75. Dire – good. His childhood was passed in dire poverty. 

76. Animosity – goodwill. He no longer felt any animosity towards her. 

77. Defer – stand up to. I deferred to his supreme efficiency. 

78. Infuriate – please. I was infuriated by your article. 

79.  Blatant – inconspicuous. She turned her back on him in blatant disregard he wasn’t likely 

to interpret. 

80. Alienate – unite. We live in an urban environment which alienates its own inhabitants. 

81. Dastardly – noble. While the town is sleeping, the mafia is out doing dastardly deeds. 

82. Egregious – marvelous. Copyright faces egregious abuses. 

 

Questions: 
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1. Unravel –  

a) Complicate  

b) Resolve  

c) bitty 

 

2. Patchy – 

a) Uneven  

b) Uniform  

c) Varying 

 

3. Vaunt – 

a) Esteem  

b) criticize  

c) revere 

 

4. Unseemly –  

a) Indecorous  

b) improper  

c) seemly  

 

5. Catharsis –  

a) Repression  

b) Purging  
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c) Purification 

 

6. Infantile – 

a) Childish  

b) mature  

c) immature 

 

7. Ingrained –  

a) Transient  

b) established  

c) fixed 

 

8. Ominous –  

a) Baleful  

b) threatening  

c) promising 

 

9. Malaise –  

a) Unhappiness   

b) comfort  

c) restlessness 

 

10. Ostensible –  
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a) Real   

b) seeming  

c) outward 

  

Answers: 

1. A  

2. B  

3. B  

4. C  

5. A  

6. B  

7. A  

8. C  

9. B  

10. A 
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2. SPOT THE ERROR 

 

2.1 SPOT THE ERROR QUESTIONS: 

 

1. You may not know it (a)/ but this engine is (b)/ claimed to have twice (c) as powerful as 

the  previous one. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

2. Nothing ever becomes real (a)/ till it is experienced (b)/ Even a proverb is no proverb to 

you (c)/ till your life has illustrated with it. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

3. I remember my childhood days (a)/ when I was used to go (b) to the farm with my father 

(c) and help him in his work. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

4. I missed the last train (a)/ which I usually catch (b)/ and have to stay at the station (c)/ on 

my way back home yesterday. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

5. Sureshbabu, who is living (a)/ in this town since 1955, is a well-known scholar of history 

(c) and a distinguished musician. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

6. If you had read (a)/ the relevant literature carefully (b)/ you would have answered (c) 

most of the questions correctly. (d) No error (e). 

 

7. The house where the dead man was found (a) is being guarded by police (b)/ to prevent it 

from being entered (c)/ and the evidence interfered with (d)/No error (e). 
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8. We were happy that (a)/ the audience responded well (b)/ and gave all the speakers (c)/ a 

patiently listening. (d)/ No error(e). 

 

9. He received timely support (a)/ from his elder brother (b) who is working abroad (c)/ for 

the last six years. (d) No error (e). 

 

10. The notorious gang opened (a)/ the door quietly and (b)/ escaped in the dark with (c)/ 

whatever they would collect.(d)/ No error (e). 

 

11. One of the security men (a)/rushed forward and asked (b)/ me whether (c)/ had anything 

objectionable. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

12. We could not (a)/ believe that one (b)/ of us was (c)/ responsible with the act. (d)/ No 

error (e). 

 

13. We are now (a)/ reliably learnt that (b)/ he was involved (c)/ in the bank robbery.(d)/ No 

error (e). 

 

14. I do not know (a)/ what most people feel (b)/ depressed and dejected (c)/ even with the 

slightest provocation. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

15. She had such pretty (a)/ that she thinks (b)/ she can afford to be (c)/ careless about her 

clothes. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

16. After carefully examining (a)/ all the medicine bottles (b)/ he submitted a detailed report 

(c)/ to the higher authorities. (d)/ No error (e). 
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17. All of you have the liberty (a)/ to come home (b)/ as per the convenient (c)/ and discuss 

the problems. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

18. He was persuaded (a)/ by his friends (b)/ to end his fast (c)/ because of his condition 

deteriorated. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

19. I know who (a)/ this job should be (b)/ entrusted to (c)/ for smooth handling. (d)/ No 

error (e). 

 

20. They have the nasty habit of (a)/ looking down upon people (b)/ and criticised them (c)/ 

for no reason. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

21. Nowadays, the cost of living (a)/ is so high that (b)/ people find it difficult (c)/ to make 

both ends meeting. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

22. Karnavati is (a)/ one of the leading (b)/ business centres (c)/ in our State. (d)/ No error 

(e). 

 

23. As I reached the hospital (a)/ I had found, a great rush of visitors (b)/ whose relatives had 

been admitted there (c)/ for one or the other ailment. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

24. One should study the history (a)/ of his country because it alone can satisfy (b)/ one's 

natural curiosity to know (c)/ what happened in the past. (d)/ No error (e). 
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25. It is interesting to note (a)/ that the greatest lines in poetry are simple (b)/ and yet there is 

with them some quality (c)/ which makes them outstandingly great. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

26. In order to make human life happy, (a)/ man should live (b)/ as far as possible (c)/ in 

perfect  harmony with nature. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

27. You have heard (a)/ of Socrates, I suppose. (b)/ Undoubtedly he was one (c)/ of the 

greatest man of the world. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

28. My daughter never (a)/would write to me (b)/ so I never know (c)/ what she is doing. (d)/ 

No error (e). 

 

29. Whenever we have a puncture (a)/ she just sits in the car (b)/and reads a book (c)/while I 

changed the wheel. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

30. He walked to the market (a)/ with both his servants (b)/on either side of his (c)/ to help 

him buy things. (d)/ No error(e). 

 

31. Ganesh, who has been (a)/ driving all day (b)/was extremely tired (c)/and wanted to stop. 

(d)/ No error (e). 

 

32. Everyone was reading quietly (a)/ when suddenly the door (b)/ burst open and a 

(c)/complete stranger rushed in. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

33. My secretary is so (a)/ careful of her work that (b)/ none has so far found (c)/ any error in 

her work. (d)/ No error € 
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34. Our conclusion is that (a)/ between Vinayak and (b)/ Lilly, Vinayak is (c)/ the most 

honest. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

35. The new project group (a)/ would first look into the tender conditions (b)/ of both basic 

and value-added (c)/ services before submit its bid. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

36. I would have committed (a)/the same mistake of signing (b)/ the sale deed if my agent 

(c)/ would not have forewarned me. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

37. The team leaders encourages (a)/ the participants who have (b)/ difficulty in performing 

(c)/ the assigned task. (d)/ No error (e) 

 

38. We are happy that (a)/ our prime minister (b)/ with the members (c)/ of his cabinet are to 

be present at the function. (d)/No error (e) 

 

39. Neither the size nor the colour (a)/ of clothes which (b)/ I purchased for him (c)/ 

yesterday were right (d)/ No error (e). 

 

40. I heard to my surprise (a)/ that the present (b)/ I send him was not (c)/ to his taste. (d)/ 

No error (e). 

 

41. Let us refer (a)/ this matter to the principal. (b)/ We shall abide (c) with his decision. (d)/ 

No error (e). 
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42. If I would have come (a)/ a little earlier, I would have (b)/ got a glimpse (c)/ of my 

beloved leader. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

43. Whey you buy something (a)/ on the instalment system (b)/ you are not required to pay 

(c)/the whole price at once. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

44. I am waiting for you (a)/ for the last two hours (b)/ but you did not bother (c)/ to turn up 

in time (d)/ No error (e). 

 

45. He is certainly a man (a)/ whom I know very well (b)/ is trustworthy beyond doubt (c)/ 

and meticulous in his habits. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

46. No sooner did (a)/ we reach the station (b)/ than the train had (c)/ started moving out of 

the station. (d) /No error (e). 

 

47. I am sure about it, (a)/ nobody has lived (b)/ in that house (c)/ for a hundred years. (d)/ 

No error (e). 

 

48. There were no less (a)/ than forty boys (b)/ in the class (c)/when this happened. (d)/ No 

error (e). 

 

49. I am glad to hear (a)/ that you narrowily escaped (b)/ being run over by (c)/a speeding 

car yesterday. (d)/ No error (e). 

 

50. This laboratory of physics is (a)/ not only equipped with (b)/ all state-of-the-art 

instruments (c)/ but also with outstanding physicists. (d)/ No error (e). 
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Answers: 

1. C 

2. D 

3. B 

4. C 

5. D 

6. E 

7. D 

8. D 

9. E 

10. C 

11. D 

12. D 

13. A 

14. B 

15. A 

16. E 

17. C 

18. D 

19. A 

20. C 

21. D 
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22. D 

23. B 

24. B 

25. C 

26. A 

27. D 

28. B 

29. D 

30. C 

31. A 

32. E 

33. B 

34. D 

35. D 

36. D 

37. A 

38. D 

39. D 

40. C 

41. D 

42. A 

43. D 

44. A 
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45. C 

46. C 

47. B 

48. A 

49. E 

50. B 

 

2.2 SPOT THE ERROR 

 

Directions: The given sentence has been broken up into four different parts. The error, 

if any, will be in any one part of the sentence. Select the option which contains the part 

of the sentence which has an error (spelling, grammatical or contextual). If there is no 

error, choose option E.  

 

(1). Parts of northern France were also (A) / put in drought alert, with (B) / water supplies to 

businesses, (C) / farmers and ordinary residents restricted. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Parts of northern France were also  

(B). put in drought alert, with  

(C). water supplies to businesses,  

(D). farmers and ordinary residents restricted.  

(E). No error  

 

(2). As the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) points out, (A) / drawing 

over large amounts of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere (B) / is essential if we are to stand 

any chance of preventing (C) / more than 1. 5C or even 2C of global heating. (D) / No Error 

(E)  

(A). As the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) points out,  

(B). drawing over large amounts of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere  

(C). is essential if we are to stand any chance of preventing  

(D). more than 1. 5C or even 2C of global heating.  

(E). No error  

 

(3). We hypothesized that the (A) / trustworthiness of the original source (B) / might be an 

element that contributed to the (C) / accuracy of people’s judgment about online images. (D) / 

No error (E)  

(A). we hypothesized that the  

(B). trustworthiness of the original source  

(C). might be an element that contributed to the  

(D). accuracy of people’s judgment about online images.  
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(E). No error  

 

(4). Local gold prices hit a record 35,960 rupees per 10 grams (A) / on Tuesday, having 

jumped more than (B) / 10 percent over the past month, rising in lines with (C) / international 

prices on tensions in the Middle East. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Local gold prices hit a record 35,960 rupees per 10 grams  

(B). on Tuesday, having jumped more than  

(C). 10 percent over the past month, rising in lines with  

(D). international prices on tensions in the Middle East.  

(E). No error  

 

(5). Farmers like Baburao Tadas from Wardha district in Maharashtra (A) / is praying for 

normal monsoon rains after (B) / their incomes were hit by erratic weather and (C) / lower 

crop prices over the past few years. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Farmers like Baburao Tadas from Wardha district in Maharashtra  

(B). is praying for normal monsoon rains after  

(C). their incomes were hit by erratic weather and  

(D). lower crop prices over the past few years.  

(E). No error  

 

(6). This is an egregious example (A) / of the worst inequalities of (B) / the housing crisis, but 

(C) / also not as unusual as you may think. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). This is an egregious example  

(B). of the worst inequalities of  

(C). the housing crisis, but  

(D). also not as unusual as you may think.  

(E). No error  

 

(7). Lower purchases by India, (A) / the world’s second big consumer after China, (B) / could 

limit a rally in global prices (C) / that hit a 6-year high earlier this week. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Lower purchases by India,  

(B). the world’s second big consumer after China,  

(C). could limit a rally in global prices that  

(D). hit a 6-year high earlier this week.  

(E). No error  

 

(8). The company wants to stay in (A) / the fossil fuel business, but it needs (B) / to fend for 

the regulation (C) / that might threaten this business. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). The company wants to stay in  

(B). the fossil fuel business, but it needs  

(C). to fend for the regulation  

(D). that might threaten this business.  

(E). No error  

 

(9). A set of eminent statisticians (A) / jumped the fray, (B) / vehemently defending their (C) 

/ colleagues and their findings. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). A set of eminent statisticians  

(B). jumped the fray,  

(C). vehemently defending their  

(D). colleagues and their findings.  
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(E). No error  

 

(10). She is expected to abide to a checklist (A) / taped to the back of the front door, which 

insists (B) / that hair straighteners are turned off and lists the various doors, (C) / windows 

and skylights that must be locked prior to leaving. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). She is expected to abide to a checklist  

(B). taped to the back of the front door, which insists  

(C). that hair straighteners are turned off, and lists the various doors,  

(D). windows and skylights that must be locked prior to leaving.  

(E). No error  

 

(11). The RBI rules led to an aggressively (A) / lobbying effort from the United States 

government and American companies (B) / who said the directive would increase 

infrastructure costs (C) / and hurt firms’ investment plans. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). The RBI rules led to an aggressively  

(B). lobbying effort from the United States government and American companies  

(C). who said the directive would increase infrastructure costs  

(D). and hurt firms’ investment plans.  

(E). No error  

 

(12). The index is a useful tool as it helps identify (A) / the problems as well as the success 

stories (B) / and provides an opportunity for states to learn (C) / from each other’s successes 

as well as failures. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). The index is a useful tool as it helps identify  

(B). the problems as well as the success stories  

(C). and provides an opportunity for states to learn  

(D). from each other’s successes as well as failures.  

(E). No error  

 

(13). Demand usual picks up (A) / in the second half of (B) / the year due to (C) / the 

wedding season. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Demand usual picks up  

(B). in the second half of  

(C). the year due to  

(D). the wedding season.  

(E). No error  

 

(14). Even India is (A) / feeling the pinches (B) / and it has increasingly (C) / weighed on 

business confidence. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Even India is  

(B). feeling the pinches  

(C). and it has increasingly  

(D). weighed on business confidence.  

(E). No error  

 

(15). While the tooth fairy continues to lag ahead (A) / tech developments, there are already 

piggy bank apps, (B) / ones for pocket money with contactless cards, and (C) / schools use 

cashless payment systems for lunches and trips. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). While the tooth fairy continues to lag ahead  

(B). tech developments, there are already piggy bank apps,  
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(C). ones for pocket money with contactless cards, and  

(D). schools use cashless payment systems for lunches and trips.  

(E). No error  

 

(16). Parties were counselled (A) / to advice new (B) / entrants to (C) / refrain from heckling. 

(D) / No error (E)  

(A). Parties were counselled  

(B). to advice new  

(C). entrants to  

(D). refrain from heckling.  

(E). No error  

 

(17). These restrictive ads amply (A) / underline the extent to which power, (B) / like wealth, 

is (C) / concentrated in the hands of landlords. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). These restrictive ads amply  

(B). underline the extent to which power,  

(C). like wealth, is  

(D). concentrated in the hands of landlords.  

(E). No error  

 

(18). The new Government has made a good beginning by (A) / turning its front on dubious 

statistics and (B) / officially endorsing the unflattering unemployment figures (C) / and 

marking down the GDP for the January-March quarter. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). The new Government has made a good beginning by  

(B). turning its front on dubious statistics and  

(C). officially endorsing the unflattering unemployment figures  

(D). and marking down the GDP for the January-March quarter.  

(E). No error  

 

(19). Most people are used in (A) / abiding by rules (B) / and good manners (C) / when 

cohabiting with others. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Most people are used in  

(B). abiding by rules  

(C). and good manners  

(D). when cohabiting with others.  

(E). No error  

 

(20). There is a tendency among legislators to seek greener pastures (A) / at a time of crisis 

for their parties, but the nature of these defections (B) / suggest that this was not a simple 

case of leaving a party (C) / whose political strength had considerably diminished. (D) / No 

error (E)  

(A). There is a tendency among legislators to seek greener pastures  

(B). at a time of crisis for their parties, but the nature of these defections  

(C). suggest that this was not a simple case of leaving a party  

(D). whose political strength had considerably diminished.  

(E). No error  

 

(21). Weather scientists say (A) / the initial phase of the monsoon (B) / was marred by (C) / 

adverse climactic conditions (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Weather scientists say  
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(B). the initial phase of the monsoon  

(C). was marred by  

(D). adverse climactic conditions.  

(E). No error  

 

(22). People whom are (A) / concerned can avoid products (B) / that contain triclosan by (C) / 

reading the labels. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). People whom are  

(B). concerned can avoid products  

(C). that contain triclosan by  

(D). reading the labels.  

(E). No error  

 

(23). With temperatures in northern Spain and southern France (A) / set of exceed 44C, 

governments urged their citizens (B) / to take the utmost precaution, warning that (C) / in 

some areas the worst was yet to come. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). With temperatures in northern Spain and southern France  

(B). set of exceed 44C, governments urged their citizens  

(C). to take the utmost precaution, warning that  

(D). in some areas the worst was yet to come.  

(E). No error  

 

(24). The US may want to pass laws about (A) / Hong Kong’s special position, but with (B) / 

US and China now at longer heads, Hong Kong residents (C) / will have to decide where their 

ultimate loyalty lies. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). The US may want to pass laws about  

(B). Hong Kong’s special position, but with  

(C). US and China now at longer heads, Hong Kong residents  

(D). will have to decide where their ultimate loyalty lies.  

(E). No error  

 

(25). Li and colleagues examined data on 1,848 women in the U. S. and found that (A) / those 

with the highest levels of triclosan in (B) / their urine were two and a half times as likely to 

have (C) / osteoporosis than women with the lowest triclosan levels. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Li and colleagues examined data on 1,848 women in the U. S. and found that  

(B). those with the highest levels of triclosan in  

(C). their urine were two and a half times as likely to have  

(D). osteoporosis than women with the lowest triclosan levels.  

(E). No error  

 

(26). This is not something that (A) / India would be able to forgo, (B) / however much the 

US (C) / might oppose it. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). This is not something that  

(B). India would be able to forgo,  

(C). however much the US  

(D). might oppose it.  

(E). No error  
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(27). Some municipalities like Chennai, Mumbai and Hyderabad (A) / were forced to cutting 

water supplies (B) / to ensure their reserves lasted until (C) / monsoon rains replenished 

reservoirs. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Some municipalities like Chennai, Mumbai and Hyderabad  

(B). were forced to cutting water supplies  

(C). to ensure their reserves lasted until  

(D). monsoon rains replenished reservoirs.  

(E). No error  

 

(28). The United Airlines has suspended it’s services (A) / between Newark and Mumbai (B) 

/ amid heightened tensions (C) / in the Gulf of Oman. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). The United Airlines has suspended it’s services  

(B). between Newark and Mumbai  

(C). amid heightened tensions  

(D). in the Gulf of Oman.  

(E). No error  

 

(29). Other than RBI’s directive for payment companies, (A) / India has also drafted an 

overarching law on (B) / data storage which calls out all personal data (C) / determined to be 

critical to be processed locally. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Other than RBI’s directive for payment companies,  

(B). India has also drafted an overarching law on  

(C). data storage which calls out all personal data  

(D). determined to be critical to be processed locally.  

(E). No error  

 

(30). The threat of El Nino (A) / has now ebbed, (B) / which had helped the (C) / monsoon 

regain momentum. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). The threat of El Nino  

(B). has now ebbed,  

(C). which had helped the  

(D). monsoon regain momentum.  

(E). No error  

 

(31). The sowing of summer crops (A) / such as rice, soybeans and corn (B) / have been (C) / 

lagging as a result. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). the sowing of summer crops  

(B). such as rice, soybeans and corn  

(C). have been lagging  

(D). as a result.  

(E). No error  

 

(32). The Indian monsoon has been (A) / progressing slow with rainfall 37% (B) / below 

average since (C) / the start of the season on June 1. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). The Indian monsoon has been  

(B). progressing slow with rainfall 37%  

(C). below average since  

(D). the start of the season on June 1.  

(E). No error  
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(33). the medical fraternity (A) / fears that the law (B) / would be adversely (C) / used against 

it. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). The medical fraternity  

(B). fears that the law  

(C). would be adversely  

(D). used against it  

(E). No error  

 

(34). the biggest platforms for budding (A) / singers in today’s age (B) / are reality shows but 

they’re (C) / a dime in dozen. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). the biggest platforms for budding  

(B). singers in today’s age  

(C). are reality shows but they’re  

(D). a dime in dozen.  

(E). No error  

 

(35). At least four people died in (A) / bathing accidents in (B) / different parts in the (C) / 

country on Wednesday. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). At least four people died in  

(B). bathing accidents in  

(C). different parts in the  

(D). country on Wednesday  

(E). No error 

 

(36). Without strong public support, you end up with (A) / weak governments and 

beleaguered civil servants, (B) / including the much vaunted police force, being caught (C) / 

daily in the media in an acusatory meat grinder. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Without strong public support, you end up with  

(B). weak governments and beleaguered civil servants,  

(C). including the much vaunted police force, being caught  

(D). daily in the media in an accusatory meat grinder.  

(E). No error  

(37). Chennai’s aspirations to grow into (A) / a global economic hub (B) / appear 

considerable weakened (C) / as it struggles to find water. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Chennai’s aspirations to grow into  

(B). a global economic hub  

(C). appear considerable weakened  

(D). as it struggles to find water.  

(E). No error  

 

(38). The immediate priority for the government should be (A) / to fix the country’s 

dysfunctional and inefficient (B) / healthcare system, starting with provision of (C) / clean 

drinking water, sanitation and nutrition. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). the immediate priority for the government should be  

(B). to fix the country’s dysfunctional and inefficient  

(C). healthcare system, starting with provision of  

(D). clean drinking water, sanitation and nutrition.  

(E). No error  
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(39). The local fire service has (A) / warned that devices should (B) / not be charged on (C) / 

potentially unflammable surfaces (D) / No error (E)  

(A). the local fire service has  

(B). warned that devices should  

(C). not be charged on  

(D). potentially unflammable surfaces.  

(E). No error  

 

(40). It’s possible that triclosan exposure could trigger changes (A) / in the production of 

thyroid hormones and estrogen (B) / that interrupts normal skeletal development and (C) / 

maintenance of healthy bones as women age. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). It’s possible that triclosan exposure could trigger changes  

(B). in the production of thyroid hormones and estrogen  

(C). that interrupts normal skeletal development and  

(D). maintenance of healthy bones as women age.  

(E). No error  

 

(41). Most schools in Paris (A) / will stay open (B) / until the summer holidays (C) / start 

after Friday afternoon. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Most schools in Paris  

(B). will stay open  

(C). until the summer holidays  

(D). start after Friday afternoon.  

(E). No error  

 

(42). Though economic development does bear (A) / with the health condition of the nation in 

(B) / the wider canvas, it is the will and determination (C) / to act that is of paramount 

importance. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). though economic development does bear  

(B). with the health condition of the nation in  

(C). the wider canvas, it is the will and determination  

(D). to act that is of paramount importance.  

(E). No error  

(43). Expecting prospective tenants to live (A) / under a quasi-feudal regime (B) / reflects the 

power wielded by (C) / landlords in our centric-property society (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Expecting prospective tenants to live  

(B). under a quasi-feudal regime  

(C). reflects the power wielded by  

(D). landlords in our centric-property society.  

(E). No error  

 

(44). What is clear is that State governments now have (A) / greater resources in their 

command under the new scheme (B) / of financial devolution, and, in partnership with the 

Centre, (C) / they must use the funds to transform primary health care. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). what is clear is that State governments now have  

(B). greater resources in their command under the new scheme  

(C). of financial devolution, and, in partnership with the Centre,  

(D). they must use the funds to transform primary health care.  

(E). No error  
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(45). The El Nino phenomenon had started developing (A) / which delayed the offset of the 

(B) / southwest monsoon by a week and (C) / severely retarded its northward movement. (D) 

/ No error (E)  

(A). The El Nino phenomenon had started developing  

(B). which delayed the offset of the  

(C). southwest monsoon by a week and  

(D). severely retarded its northward movement.  

(E). No error  

 

(46). The RBI clarification comes days after India’s commerce ministry, (A) / following a 

meeting with technology and payment companies, (B) / said the central bank would “look 

into” (C) / concerns raised by the industry. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). The RBI clarification comes days after India’s commerce ministry,  

(B). following a meeting with technology and payment companies,  

(C). said the central bank would “look into”  

(D). concerns raised by the industry  

(E). No error  

 

(47). Describing the Modi-Abe meeting as warm, (A) / Gokhale said the two leaders were old 

friends and (B) / they had cordially and fruitful discussions on (C) / the entire gamut of 

bilateral relationship. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Describing the Modi-Abe meeting as warm,  

(B). Gokhale said the two leaders were old friends  

(C). and they had cordially and fruitful discussions on  

(D). the entire gamut of bilateral relationship.  

(E). No error  

 

(48). The main factors that determined (A) / whether a person could correctly perceive (B) / 

each image as a fake was their level of (C) / experience with the internet and digital 

photography. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). the main factors that determined  

(B). whether a person could correctly perceive  

(C). each image as a fake was their level of  

(D). experience with the internet and digital photography.  

(E). No error  

(49). Despite of the burst of interest in caps and (A) / bucket hats recently, the concept of (B) 

/ a more decorative designer hat hasn’t (C) / looked this likely to take off in years. (D) / No 

error (E)  

(A). Despite of the burst of interest in caps and  

(B). bucket hats recently, the concept of  

(C). a more decorative designer hat hasn’t  

(D). looked this likely to take off in years.  

(E). No error  

 

(50). Some observers have pointed out that the (A) / coastal expeditions will be much small 

(B) / than previous research hunts and would save hundreds (C) / of whales that Japan once 

caught in more distant waters. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Some observers have pointed out that the  

(B). coastal expeditions will be much small  

(C). than previous research hunts and would save hundreds  
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(D). of whales that Japan once caught in more distant waters.  

(E). No error  

 

(51). I've finally decided (A) / to bite a (B) / bullet and learn (C) / how to code. (D) / No error 

(E)  

(A). I've finally decided  

(B). to bite a  

(C). bullet and learn  

(D). how to code.  

(E). No error  

 

(52). The renter would have a very strong (A) / defence against any attempt (B) / over 

eviction on the (C) / basis of breach of unfair terms. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). the renter would have a very strong  

(B). defence against any attempt  

(C). over eviction on the  

(D). basis of breach of unfair terms.  

(E). No error  

 

(53). The airlines said it had taken the decision (A) / after conducting a thoroughly safety (B) 

/ and security review of its India service (C) / through the Iranian airspace. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). the airlines said it had taken the decision  

(B). after conducting a thoroughly safety  

(C). and security review of its India service  

(D). through the Iranian airspace.  

(E). No error  

 

(54). The RBI clarification comes days after India’s commerce ministry, (A) / following a 

meeting with technology and payment companies, (B) / said the central bank would “look 

into” (C) / concerns raised by the industry. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). The RBI clarification comes days after India’s commerce ministry,  

(B). following a meeting with technology and payment companies,  

(C). said the central bank would “look into”  

(D). concerns raised by the industry  

(E). No error  

 

(55). Too many who have worked in (A) / and admire Hong Kong, the city is (B) / too 

valuable a beacon of (C) / what can be achieved with imagination. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Too many who have worked in  

(B). and admire Hong Kong, the city is  

(C). too valuable a beacon of  

(D). what can be achieved with imagination.  

(E). No error  

 

(56). These enterprises also need active bond markets (A) / and derivations that distribute 

risks widely, (B) / not only to raise debt directly but also (C) / via non-banking financial 

companies. . (D) / No error (E)  

(A). these enterprises also need active bond markets  

(B). and derivations that distribute risks widely,  

(C). not only to raise debt directly but also  
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(D). via non-banking financial companies. .  

(E). No error  

 

(57). Some economists had conjectured (A) / that a 20 per cent growth rate (B) / was required 

to get atop (C) / the unemployment problem. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). some economists had conjectured  

(B). that a 20 per cent growth rate  

(C). was required to get atop  

(D). the unemployment problem.  

(E). No error  

 

(58). India’s market regulator reinforced disclosure rules (A) / for when the shares in a 

company is pledged as collateral (B) / and tightened rules for mutual funds to try (C) / to 

protect minority shareholders and retail investors. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). India’s market regulator reinforced disclosure rules  

(B). for when the shares in a company is pledged as collateral  

(C). and tightened rules for mutual funds to try  

(D). to protect minority shareholders and retail investors.  

(E). No error  

 

(59). We found that participant’s judgments (A) / of how credible the images were (B) / 

didn’t vary with the different (C) / contexts we put them in. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). we found that participant’s judgments  

(B). of how credible the images were  

(C). didn’t vary with the different  

(D). contexts we put them in.  

(E). No error  

 

(60). Existing tenants of desirable house shares can (A) / afford to be choosy about whom 

they live with, (B) / screening candidates on everything from their dietary preferences (C) / to 

their political beliefs or their star signs. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Existing tenants of desirable house shares can  

(B). afford to be choosy about whom they live with,  

(C). screening candidates on everything from their dietary preferences  

(D). to their political beliefs or their star signs.  

(E). No error  

 

(61). the previous RBI directive was (A) / silent on whether data (B) / can be processed 

abroad or (C) / should only be done locally. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). the previous RBI directive was  

(B). silent on whether data  

(C). can be processed abroad or  

(D). should only be done locally.  

(E). No error  

 

(62). While the public healthcare mechanism stutters, (A) / the charges in the chick (B) / 

private facilities are (C) / frightfully exorbitant. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). While the public healthcare mechanism stutters,  

(B). the charges in the chick  

(C). private facilities are  
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(D). frightfully exorbitant.  

(E). No error  

 

(63). In the last 50 years, June rainfall has been (A) / worst only in 2014 and in 2009, (B) / 

when farmers were ravaged by (C) / the worst drought in 37 years. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). in the last 50 years, June rainfall has been  

(B). worst only in 2014 and in 2009,  

(C). when farmers were ravaged by  

(D). the worst drought in 37 years.  

(E). No error  

 

(64). India wants more stringent (A) / data storage rules so it can (B) / good access data and 

conduct (C) / investigations when the need arises. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). India wants more stringent  

(B). data storage rules so it can  

(C). better access data and conduct  

(D). investigations when the need arises.  

(E). No error  

 

(65). Most Indian space startups are hopeful that (A) / parliament will pass a long-pending 

space law, (B) / which will give clarity on how (C) / private companies can operate in the 

sector. (D) / No error (E)  

(A). Most Indian space startups are hopeful that  

(B). parliament will pass a long-pending space law,  

(C). which will give clarity on how  

(D). private companies can operate in the sector.  

(E). No error 

 

Answers: 

 

(1). The fragment B of the sentence is erroneous. In this context, the word ‘put’ must be 

followed the preposition ‘on’ instead of ‘in’ so as to make the sentence correct.  The correct 

sentence would therefore be:  Parts of northern France were also put on drought alert, 

with water supplies to businesses, farmers and ordinary residents restricted.  Hence, option B 

is the correct answer.  

 

(2). Usage of the phrasal verb 'draw over' which means ‘to cover someone or something with 

something by pulling it on top' in fragment B is inappropriate.  'Draw down' which means 

‘withdraw water, oil, or gas from a reservoir or repository’ would be suitable in the context.  

Eg: The state began drawing down some of its stored water.  The correct sentence would 

therefore be:  As the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) points out, 

drawing down large amounts of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere is essential if we are to 

stand any chance of preventing more than 1. 5C or even 2C of global heating.  Hence, option 

B is the correct answer.  

 

(3). The error is in fragment B. The word ‘trustworthyness’ is incorrect.  The correct spelling 

is ‘trustworthiness’.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  We hypothesized that the 

trustworthiness of the original source might be an element that contributed to the accuracy 

of people’s judgment about online images.  Hence, option B is the correct answer.  
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(4). The correct idiomatic expression is 'in line with' and not 'in lines with'. The error hence is 

in fragment C.  In line with (Idiom):  In agreement with E. g. The new policy is in line with 

the plans that were discussed last year.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  Local 

gold prices hit a record 35,960 rupees ($519) per 10 grams on Tuesday, having jumped more 

than 10 percent over the past month, rising in line with international prices on tensions in the 

Middle East.  Hence, option C is the correct answer.  

 

(5). The error is in fragment B. The subject ‘farmers’ is plural. Hence the plural verb ‘are’ 

should be used instead of ‘is’ in order to make the sentence correct.  The correct sentence 

would therefore be:  Farmers like Baburao Tadas from Wardha district in Maharashtra are 

praying for normal monsoon rains after their incomes were hit by erratic weather and lower 

crop prices over the past few years.  Hence, option B is the correct answer.  

 

(6). The sentence is absolutely correct and thus has no error in it.  Hence, option E is the 

correct answer.  

 

(7). The error is in fragment B. The superlative degree of adjective should be used here. So 

‘biggest’ should be used instead of ‘big’ in order to make the sentence correct.  The correct 

sentence would therefore be:  

Lower purchases by India, the world’s second biggest consumer after China, could limit a 

rally in global prices that hit a 6-year high earlier this week.  Hence, option B is the correct 

answer.  

 

(8). Usage of the phrasal verb 'to fend for' which means ‘to defend' in fragment C is 

inappropriate.  'Fend off' which means ‘to defend oneself against (someone or something)’ 

would be suitable in the context. E.g.: He managed to fend off his attackers with a stick.  The 

correct sentence would be:  The Company wants to stay in the fossil fuel business, but it 

needs to fend off the regulation that might threaten this business.  

Hence option C the correct answer.  

 

(9). The correct idiomatic expression is 'jumped into the fray' and not 'jumped the fray'. The 

error hence is in fragment B.  Jump into the fray (Idiom):  To join the fight or argument E. 

g. The group of politicians jumped into the fray and started criticizing each other on social 

media.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  A set of eminent statisticians jumped 

into the fray, vehemently defending their colleagues and their findings.  Hence, option B is 

the correct answer.  

 

(10). The fragment A of the sentence is erroneous as the word ‘abide’ must be followed the 

preposition ‘by’ instead of ‘to’. Here, ‘abide by’ means ‘to follow a rule, decision, or 

instruction’.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  She is expected to abide by a 

checklist taped to the back of the front door, which insists that hair straighteners are turned 

off, and lists the various doors, windows and skylights that must be locked prior to leaving. 

Hence, option A is the correct answer.  

 

(11). The error is in fragment A. The adjective form of the noun ‘aggression’ should be used 

here.  So the adjective ‘aggressive’ should be used instead of the adverb ‘aggressively’ in 

order to make the sentence correct.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  The RBI 

rules led to an aggressive lobbying effort from the United States government and American 

companies who said the directive would increase infrastructure costs and hurt firms’ 

investment plans.  Hence, option A is the correct answer.  
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(12). The error is in fragment D. The reciprocal pronouns ‘each other’ is used when we refer 

to two entities and ‘one another’ is used when referring to more than two.  Here ‘one another’ 

should be used instead of ‘each other’ in order to make the sentence correct.  The correct 

sentence would therefore be:  The index is a useful tool as it helps identify the problems as 

well as the success stories and provides an opportunity for states to learn from one 

another’s successes as well as failures.  Hence, option D is the correct answer.  

 

(13). The error is in fragment A. The adverb form of the word ‘usual’ should be used as it 

qualifies the verb ‘picks up’. So ‘usually’ should be used instead of ‘usual’ in order to make 

the sentence correct.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  Demand usually picks up 

in the second half of the year due to the wedding season.  Hence, option A is the correct 

answer.  

 

(14). The correct idiomatic expression is 'feeling the pinch' and not 'feeling the pinches'. The 

error hence is in fragment B.  Feel the pinch (Idiom):  To have problems with money 

because you are earning less than before E. g. When my father lost his job and we had to live 

on my mother's earnings, we really started to feel the pinch.  The correct sentence would 

therefore be:  Even India is feeling the pinch and it has increasingly weighed on business 

confidence.  Hence, option B is the correct answer.  

 

(15). The fragment A of the sentence is erroneous. The expression 'lag ahead' is absurd.  The 

correct phrasal verb is 'lag behind' which means ‘to move at a slower pace than someone or 

something’ The correct sentence would be:  While the tooth fairy continues to lag behind 

tech developments, there are already piggy bank apps, ones for pocket money with 

contactless cards, and schools use cashless payment systems for lunches and trips Hence, 

option A the correct answer.  

 

(16). The error is in fragment B. The noun ‘advice’ has been wrongly used instead of its verb 

form.  Here the verb ‘advise’ should be used instead of the noun ‘advice’ in order to make the 

sentence correct.  ‘Advise’ means ‘to give advice’.  The correct sentence would therefore 

be:  Parties were counselled to advise new entrants to refrain from heckling. Hence, option 

B is the correct answer.  

 

(17). The sentence is absolutely correct and thus has no error in it. Hence, option E is the 

correct answer.  

 

(18). The correct idiomatic expression is 'turning its back on' and not 'turning its front on'. 

The error hence is in fragment B.  Turn your back on (Idiom):  To refuse to accept 

someone or something that you have previously accepted E. g. He turned his back on his 

former beliefs.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  The new Government has made 

a good beginning by turning its back on dubious statistics and officially endorsing the 

unflattering unemployment figures and marking down the GDP for the January-March 

quarter.  Hence, option B is the correct answer.  

 

(19). The fragment A of the sentence is erroneous as the word ‘used’ must be followed the 

preposition ‘to’ instead of ‘in’. Here, ‘used to’ means ‘be accustomed to’ or ‘be familiar 

with’.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  Most people are used to abiding by rules 

– and good manners – when cohabiting with others.  Hence, option A is the correct answer.  
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(20). The error is in fragment C. The subject ‘nature (of defections)’ is singular and should be 

qualified by a singular verb.  Hence, ‘suggests’ should be used instead of ‘suggest’ in order to 

make the sentence correct.  

The correct sentence would therefore be:  There is a tendency among legislators to seek 

greener pastures at a time of crisis for their parties, but the nature of these defections 

suggests that this was not a simple case of leaving a party whose political strength had 

considerably diminished.  Hence, option C is the correct answer.  

 

(21). The error is in fragment D. The word ‘climactic’ which means ‘consisting of or causing 

a climax’ makes this sentence absurd.  The correct word to be used here is ‘climatic’ which 

means ‘of or relating to climate’.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  Weather 

scientists say the initial phase of the monsoon was marred by adverse climatic conditions. 

Hence, option D is the correct answer.  

(22). The error is in fragment A. Subject here is ‘people’. The pronoun ‘who’ is used with 

subjects and ‘whom’ is used with objects. Here ‘who’ should be used instead of ‘whom’ in 

order to make the sentence correct.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  People who 

are concerned can avoid products that contain triclosan by reading the labels.  Hence, option 

A is the correct answer.  

 

(23). The fragment B of the sentence is erroneous as the word ‘set’ must be followed the 

preposition ‘to’ instead of ‘of’ in this context. The expression ‘set to’ means ‘begin doing 

something vigorously’.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  With temperatures in 

northern Spain and southern France set to exceed 44C, governments urged their citizens to 

take the utmost precaution, warning that in some areas the worst was yet to come.  Hence, 

option B is the correct answer.  

 

(24). The error is in fragment C. The word ‘logerheads’ is incorrect.  The correct spelling is 

‘loggerheads’.  

The correct sentence would therefore be:  The US may want to pass laws about Hong 

Kong’s special position, but with US and China now at loggerheads, Hong Kong residents 

will have to decide where their ultimate loyalty lies. Hence, option C is the correct answer.  

 

(25). The error is in fragment D. The correct pair of correlative conjunctions should be used. 

In the fragment D, ‘as’ should be used instead of ‘than’ in order to make the sentence correct.  

The correct sentence would therefore be:  Li and colleagues examined data on 1,848 

women in the U. S. and found that those with the highest levels of triclosan in their urine 

were two and a half times as likely to have osteoporosis as women with the lowest triclosan 

levels. Option D is hence the correct answer.  

 

(26). The sentence is absolutely correct and thus has no error in it. Hence, option E is the 

correct answer.  

 

(27). The error is in fragment B. ‘Cut’ should be used instead of ‘cutting’ in order to make the 

sentence correct.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  Some municipalities like 

Chennai, Mumbai and Hyderabad were forced to cut water supplies to ensure their reserves 

lasted until monsoon rains replenished reservoirs.  Option B is hence the correct answer.  

 

(28). The error is in fragment A. “Its” is a possessive pronoun whereas “it’s” is the short form 

of “it is”.  The possessive pronoun “its” should be used instead of “it’s” in order to make the 

sentence correct.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  The United Airlines has 
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suspended its services between Newark and Mumbai amid heightened tensions in the Gulf of 

Oman. Hence, option A is the correct answer.  

 

(29). The fragment C of the sentence is erroneous. The expression 'calls out' which means 

‘shouts or utters aloud’ does not make any sense here.  The correct phrasal verb to be used 

here is 'calls for' which means ‘expresses the need or desire for. ’  The correct sentence 

would be:  Other than RBI’s directive for payment companies, India has also drafted an 

overarching law on data storage which calls for all personal data determined to be critical to 

be processed locally.  Hence option C the correct answer.  

 

(30). The error is in fragment C. The use of ‘had’ is incorrect as the sentence is in present 

perfect tense.  Here ‘has’ should be used instead of ‘had’ in order to make the sentence 

correct.  The correct sentence would therefore be: The threat of El Nino has now ebbed, 

which has helped the monsoon regain momentum. Hence, option C is the correct answer.  

 

(31). The error is in fragment C. The subject ‘sowing’ is singular. Hence the singular form of 

the verb ‘has’ should be used instead of ‘have’ in order to make the sentence correct The 

correct sentence would therefore be:  The sowing of summer crops such as rice, soybeans 

and corn has been lagging as a result.  

Hence, option C is the correct answer.  

 

(32). The error is in fragment B. The adverb form of the word ‘slow’ should be used as it 

qualifies the verb ‘progressing’. So ‘slowly’ should be used instead of ‘slow’ in order to 

make the sentence correct.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  The Indian monsoon 

has been progressing slowly with rainfall 37% below average since the start of the season on 

June 1. Hence, option B is the correct answer.  

 

(33). The sentence is absolutely correct and thus has no error in it.  Hence, option E is the 

correct answer.  

 

(34). The correct idiomatic expression is 'a dime a dozen' and not 'a dime in dozen'. The error 

hence is in fragment D.  A dime a dozen (Idiom):  Very common and of no particular value  

E. g. People who can write good books are not a dime a dozen.  The correct sentence would 

therefore be:  The biggest platforms for budding singers in today’s age are reality shows but 

they’re a dime in dozen. Hence, option D is the correct answer.  

 

(35). The fragment C of the sentence is erroneous.  The preposition ‘of’ should be used 

instead of ‘in’ in order to make the sentence correct.  The correct sentence would therefore 

be:  At least four people died in bathing accidents in different parts of the country on 

Wednesday. Hence, option C is the correct answer.  

 

(36). The error is in fragment D. The word ‘acusatory’ is incorrect.  The correct spelling is 

‘accusatory’.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  Without strong public support, 

you end up with weak governments and beleaguered civil servants, including the much 

vaunted police force, being caught daily in the media in an accusatory meat grinder. Hence, 

option D is the correct answer.  

 

(37). The error is in fragment C. The adjective ‘considerable’ makes the sentence incorrect.  

The adverb ‘considerably’ should be used instead of the adjective ‘considerable’ in order to 

make the sentence correct.  
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The correct sentence would therefore be:  Chennai’s aspirations to grow into a global 

economic hub appear considerably weakened as it struggles to find water.  Hence, option C 

is the correct answer.  

 

(38). The sentence is absolutely correct and thus has no error in it. Hence, option E is the 

correct answer.  

 

(39). The error is in fragment D. The word ‘unflammable’ is incorrect. The correct word is 

'inflammable' which means ‘easily ignited’.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  The 

local fire service has warned that devices should not be charged on potentially inflammable 

surfaces. Option D is hence the correct answer.  

 

(40). The error is in fragment C. The subject ‘changes (in the production of thyroid hormones 

and estrogen)’ is plural. Hence the plural verb ‘interrupt’ should be used instead of 

‘interrupts’ in order to make the sentence correct.  The correct sentence would therefore 

be:  It’s possible that triclosan exposure could trigger changes in the production of thyroid 

hormones and estrogen that interrupt normal skeletal development and maintenance of 

healthy bones as women age. Hence, option C is the correct answer.  

 

(41). The fragment D of the sentence is erroneous. The preposition of time ‘on’ should be 

used before days and dates.  So ‘Friday’ must be preceded by the preposition ‘on’ instead of 

‘after’.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  Most schools in Paris will stay open 

until the summer holidays start on Friday afternoon. Hence, option D is the correct 

answer.  

 

(42). The fragment B of the sentence is erroneous. The expression 'bear with' which means 

‘be patient or tolerant with’ does not make any sense here.  The correct phrasal verb to be 

used here is 'bear on' which means ‘be relevant to.  The correct sentence would be:  Though 

economic development does bear on the health condition of the nation in the wider canvas, it 

is the will and determination to act that is of paramount importance. Hence, option B is the 

correct answer.  

(43). The error is in fragment D. The expression ‘centric-property’ is incorrect. The correct 

expression is 'property-centric'.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  Expecting 

prospective tenants to live under a quasi-feudal regime reflects the power wielded by 

landlords in our property-centric society. Option D is hence the correct answer.  

 

(44). The correct idiomatic expression is 'at their command ' and not 'in their command'. The 

error hence is in fragment B.  At someone’s command (Idiom):  Available for someone's 

use or needs E. g. They used every resource at their command.  The correct sentence would 

therefore be:  What is clear is that State governments now have greater resources at their 

command under the new scheme of financial devolution, and, in partnership with the Centre, 

they must use the funds to transform primary health care Hence, option B is the correct 

answer.  

 

(45). The error is in fragment B. The word ‘offset’ which means ‘counterbalance’ is incorrect 

in this context.  

The correct word in this context is ‘onset’ which means ‘the beginning’.  The correct 

sentence would therefore be:  The El Nino phenomenon had started developing which 

delayed the onset of the southwest monsoon by a week and severely retarded its northward 

movement. Hence, option B is the correct answer.  
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(46). The sentence is absolutely correct and thus has no error in it. Hence, option E is the 

correct answer.  

 

(47). The error is in fragment C. The adjective form of the word ‘cordial’ should be used to 

describe the noun ‘discussions’. So ‘cordial’ should be used instead of the adverb ‘cordially’ 

in order to make the sentence correct.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  

Describing the Modi-Abe meeting as warm, Gokhale said the two leaders were old friends 

and they had cordial and fruitful discussions on the entire gamut of bilateral relationship. 

Hence, option C is the correct answer.  

 

(48). The error is in fragment C. The subject ‘factors’ is plural. Hence the plural verb ‘were’ 

should be used instead of ‘was’ in order to make the sentence correct.  The correct sentence 

would therefore be:  The main factors that determined whether a person could correctly 

perceive each image as a fake were their level of experience with the internet and digital 

photography. Hence, option C is the correct answer.  

 

(49). The fragment A of the sentence is erroneous. The preposition ‘despite’ is never 

followed by a preposition.  The preposition ‘of’ should be eliminated to make the sentence 

correct.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  Despite the burst of interest in caps 

and bucket hats recently, the concept of a more decorative designer hat hasn’t looked this 

likely to take off in years. Hence, option A is the correct answer.  

 

(50). The error is in fragment B. The adverb ‘much’ should be used to qualify comparative 

degree of the word ‘small’.  So ‘smaller’ should be used instead of ‘small’ in order to make 

the sentence correct.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  Some observers have 

pointed out that the coastal expeditions will be much smaller than previous research hunts 

and would save hundreds of whales that Japan once caught in more distant waters. Hence, 

option B is the correct answer.  

 

(51). The correct idiomatic expression is 'bite the bullet' and not 'bite a bullet'. The error 

hence is in fragment B.  Bite the bullet (Idiom):  Decide to do something difficult or 

unpleasant that one has been putting off or hesitating over E. g. Decisions have to be taken 

and as director you have got to bite the bullet.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  

I've finally decided to bite the bullet and learn how to code. Hence, option B is the correct 

answer.  

 

(52). The fragment C of the sentence is erroneous. In this context, the word ‘attempt’ must be 

followed the preposition ‘at’ instead of ‘over’ so as to make the sentence correct.  ‘Attempt 

at’ means ‘to make an effort to do something’.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  

The renter would have a very strong defence against any attempt at eviction on the basis of 

breach of unfair terms. Hence, option C is the correct answer.  

 

(53). The error is in fragment B. The adjective form of the word ‘thorough’ should be used 

because it qualifies the noun phrase ‘safety and security review’.  So the adjective ‘through’ 

should be used instead of the adverb ‘thoroughly’ in order to make the sentence correct.  The 

correct sentence would therefore be:  The airlines said it had taken the decision after 

conducting a thorough safety and security review of its India service through the Iranian 

airspace. Hence, option B is the correct answer.  
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(54). The sentence is absolutely correct and thus has no error in it.  Hence, option E is the 

correct answer.  

 

(55). The error is in fragment A. The word ‘too’ is incorrect in this context.  The correct 

expression in this context is ‘to many’ which means ‘for many’.  The correct sentence 

would therefore be:  To many who have worked in and admire Hong Kong, the city is too 

valuable a beacon of what can be achieved with imagination. Hence, option A is the correct 

answer.  

 

(56). The error is in fragment B. The word ‘derivations’ which means ‘action of obtaining 

something from a source’ does not fin in the context of this sentence.  The correct word to be 

used here is ‘derivatives’ which means ‘products whose value depends on underlying assets’. 

It is a term used in Finance.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  These enterprises 

also need active bond markets and derivatives that distribute risks widely, not only to raise 

debt directly but also via non-banking financial companies. Hence, option B is the correct 

answer.  

 

(57). The fragment C of the sentence is erroneous. The expressions ‘get atop' which means 

‘to get on top of’ does not make any sense here.  The correct phrasal verb to be used here is 

'get over' which means ‘to overcome. ’ The correct sentence would be:  Some economists 

had conjectured that a 20 per cent growth rate was required to get over the unemployment 

problem.  Hence, option C is the correct answer.  

 

(58). The error is in fragment B. The subject ‘shares’ is plural. Hence the plural verb ‘are’ 

should be used instead of ‘is’ in order to make the sentence correct.  The correct sentence 

would therefore be:  India’s market regulator reinforced disclosure rules for when the 

shares in a company are pledged as collateral and tightened rules for mutual funds to try to 

protect minority shareholders and retail investors. Hence, option B is the correct answer.  

 

(59). The error is in fragment A. The noun “participants” is plural. Apostrophe should be 

applied at the end of the word in order to show possession in case of plural nouns.  Hence 

“participants’” should be used instead of “participant’s” in order to make the sentence 

correct.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  We found that participants’ 

judgments of how credible the images were didn’t vary with the different contexts we put 

them in.  Hence, option A is the correct answer.  

 

(60). The error is in fragment B. The pronoun ‘who’ is used with subjects and ‘whom’ is used 

with objects. Here ‘who’ should be used instead of ‘whom’ in order to make the sentence 

correct.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  Existing tenants of desirable house 

shares can afford to be choosy about who they live with, screening candidates on everything 

from their dietary preferences to their political beliefs or their star signs. Hence, option B is 

the correct answer.  

 

(61). The sentence is absolutely correct and thus has no error in it.  Hence, option E is the 

correct answer.  

 

(62). The error is in fragment B. The word ‘chick’ which means ‘a young bird’ is incorrect in 

this context. The correct expression in this context is ‘chic’ which means ‘elegant and 

stylish’.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  While the public healthcare mechanism 
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stutters, the charges in the chic private facilities are frightfully exorbitant.  Hence, option B 

is the correct answer.  

 

(63). The error is in fragment B. The comparative degree of ‘worst’ should be used here as 

the June rainfall has been compared.  So ‘worse’ should be used instead of ‘worst’ in order to 

make the sentence correct.  The correct sentence would therefore be:  In the last 50 years, 

June rainfall has been worse only in 2014 and in 2009, when farmers were ravaged by the 

worst drought in 37 years. Hence, option B is the correct answer.  

 

(64). The error is in fragment C. The comparative degree of ‘good’ should be used here.  So 

‘better’ should be used instead of ‘good’ in order to make the sentence correct.  The correct 

sentence would therefore be:  India wants more stringent data storage rules so it can better 

access data and conduct investigations when the need arises. Hence, option C is the correct 

answer.  

 

(65) The sentence is absolutely correct and thus has no error in it. Hence, option E is the 

correct answer. 
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3. READING COMPREHENSION 

3.1 PASSAGE  

 

Elections were in the air of the world’s youngest democracy when I arrived in Thimphu. This 

was for a by-election in the capital city, that dominated the conversation at dinners, even in 

Thimphu’s most fun night-spot Mojo Park (the best music in town). Bhutan has taken to 

democracy with ease ever since 2008 when the first proper elections were held, a process 

India has helped out with, sending officials from the Election Commission travelling to check 

arrangements, explain electronic voting machine (EVM) technology and procedures.  

 

However, there are many things uniquely Bhutanese:  

Monks and nuns in this deeply religious Buddhist majority are not allowed to vote, so as to 

avoid mixing religion and politics. All voters must wear their national dress on polling day, 

but no one—candidate, campaigner or voter—is allowed to wear the kabney silk and gyentag 

(scarf of honour, for men and women respectively, bestowed only by the King), patang 

(ceremonial sword), or any other sign of rank or royal patronage to avoid a misuse of 

influence. And, in deference to the environment, no posters can be put up on any public 

property, including trees, and are mostly restricted to a community billboard for all. Maybe a 

thing or two the world’s largest democracy could learn from the youngest? 

 

Royal Textiles 

If you’re in Thimphu, put the Textile Museum on your must-do list. The museum, run by the 

Royal Textile Academy is the project of Ashi Sangay Choden Wangchuck, one of the Queen 

Mothers of Bhutan (the former King had four Queens, all sisters). The museum is dedicated 

to preserving the oldest and rarest woven fabrics worn in Bhutan and used in their religious 

scrolls and Thangkhas. As you walk in, it is the ‘Thongdrel’ or massive silk work of the 

Zhabdrung Phuensum Tshogpa (in honour of a sacred meal served to Bhutan’s political and 

spiritual founder in 1637) that greets you. The thongdrel stands 34 feet tall, running 23 feet 

across and is set against a glass window that runs three stories high.  
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Another on your must-see list is the relatively new Tara Lakhang and Pangrizampa 

monastery on the outskirts of Thimphu. This is Bhutan’s only monastery dedicated to 21 

Taras, the female Bodhisattva and it is a powerful display of ancient feminism. Compared to 

the rest of the subcontinent, women have a status more equal to men in Bhutan. There isn’t 

the obvious preference for the male child, girls and boys go to school in equal numbers.  

 

Not So Equal 

While polygamy is practiced in some parts, so is polyandry, and divorce settlements are equal 

and even-handed. Even so, Bhutanese women lag behind in one place that it counts: 

parliament. In the last National Assembly elections, 3/4ths of the 47 seats had only male 

candidates (nine had females), and four women were elected as MPs. “Misogyny plays only 

one part of it,” explains the only leader of a party (DCT) Lily Wangchuk, who runs a hotel in 

downtown Thimphu. “Women just don’t vote for women, and the lack of women role models 

in modern Bhutan becomes a vicious cycle.” 

  

While Bhutan’s government and people tell you they are devoted to preserving the country 

and its beauty, it is plain to see Bhutan is changing everyday in little ways. Less youngsters 

adhere to the traditional and once mandatory national dress (Goh and Kira), more and more 

buildings now get permission to rise above the originally regulated two stories, and glass and 

granite is seen more in Thimphu where once only wood and paint were allowed. Some 

modernistic are welcome, and the abundance of hydro-power electricity means many 

Bhutanese (including the very dashing U.S.-educated Prime Minister Tshering Tobgay) drive 

hybrid cars. The countryside is still pristine, and not covered with the plastic waste ubiquitous 

in India, even as Bhutan explores more ‘non-wood’ uses for its 70% forest cover that is also 

mandated in the constitution.  

 

There is, however, one place that doesn’t change, and it is always my first stop when I land in 

Paro: the Kyichu Lhakhang. This is one of Bhutan’s oldest and simplest monasteries, 
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believed to be constructed in 659 CE, by Tibetan king Songtsen Gampo and has a link to the 

Jokhang temple in Lhasa.  

 

All year round, one is welcomed into Kyichu with a spectacular and miraculous orange tree 

laden with fruit. It is here that you know the truth of Bhutan Tourism’s catchy slogan, 

‘Happiness is a place.’  

***** 

 

 

Questions  

 

(1). Which of the following statements is/are correct regarding the 2008 Elections of 

Bhutan?  

I. India helped Bhutan in elections by sending officials from Election Commission of India.  

II. Monks and nuns were not allowed to vote.  

III. Wearing National Dress on Election day was compulsory.  

(a) All are Correct  

(b) II and III only  

(c) I and III only  

(d) I and II only 

  

(2) Who is 'Ashi Sangay Choden Wangchuck' as mentioned in the passage?  

(a) The elected Prime Minister of Bhutan 

(b) The elected President of Bhutan 
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(c) Queen Mother of Bhutan 

(d) None is Correct 

  

(3) Consider the following statements regarding the 'Mojo Park' as mentioned in the 

passage. 

I. It is situated in the Northeast India.  

II. It is famous for its Music Shows.  

III. It is situated in the City of Thimphu.  

(a) All are Correct 

(b) II and III only 

(c) I and III only 

(d) I and II only 

  

(4). Which of the following statements is correct as given in the Passage?  

(a) Polyandry is not practiced in Bhutan.  

(b) Polygamy is practiced in Bhutan.  

(c) There is not a single Female Member in Bhutan's Parliament.  

(d) None is Correct 

  

(5) Why was candidate, campaigner or voter not allowed to wear any sign of rank or 

royal patronage in the 2008 Elections of the country? 

(a) Due to some kind of superstition.  

(b) To neglect the misuse of influence of wealthy and famous people.  
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(c) Both are Correct  

(d) None is Correct 

  

(6) Consider the following statements regarding the 'Kyichu Lhakhang' as given in the 

passage:  

I. He was the first Prime Minister of Bhutan.  

II. It is one of Bhutan’s oldest monasteries.  

III. It was built in 7th Century.  

(a) I and II only  

(b) All are Correct  

(c) I and III only  

(d) II and III only 

  

(7) Choose the word which is Most Similar to the word printed in bold in the passage.  

Scrolls 

(a) Document  

(b) Aimless  

(c) Rolling  

(d) None is Correct 

  

(8) Choose the word which is Most Similar to the word printed in bold in the passage. 

Outskirts  

(a) Downtown  
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(b) Away  

(c) Center  

(d) Periphery 

  

(9) Choose the word which is Most Opposite to the word printed in bold in the passage.  

Laden  

(a) Empty  

(b) Full  

(c) Charged  

(d) Encumbered 

  

(10) Choose the word which is Most Opposite to the word printed in bold in the passage. 

Misogyny  

(a) Woman-hater  

(b) Sexist  

(c) Feminist  

(d) None is Correct 

 

Answers: 

1. (a) 

2. (c) 

3. (b) 

4. (b) 
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5. (b) 

6. (d) 

7. (a) 

8. (d) 

9. (a) 

10. (c) 
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3.2 PASSAGE  

 

As the Bharatiya Janata Party reportedly prepares for “Modifests” to celebrate the completion 

of three years in power the citizen would be interested in knowing how their government has 

performed in respect of the economy. This because in his election campaign in 2014 

Narendra Modi had chosen to highlight his ability to turn the economy for the better, notably 

to raise its growth rate. Once he became Prime Minister, he quickly presented his idea of how 

this could be done. Manufacturing was to be the key and “Make in India” the government’s 

programme to actualize it. Pressing ahead to produce in India can hardly be faulted as an 

objective, for in a market economy income generation depends upon making something. As 

for the focus on manufacturing, its relevance cannot be exaggerated. Indian agriculture is 

overcrowded. With shrinking farm size, the returns to this activity is set to shrink and only 

manufacturing can absorb the labour that will have to be transferred out of agriculture. Also 

manufactures are often easier to export than the services that India specialism in. So, “Make 

in India” is eminently sensible of itself. But how successful has this initiative been? 

Turning to the evidence, we would find that far from taking Indian manufacturing to new 

heights, the performance since 2014 does not match what has been achieved in the last boom 

in India, which was obtained during 2003-08.  

During this period, for the first time in decades, manufacturing had led the growth 

acceleration in the economy. In most of these years, annual growth of manufacturing had 

exceeded 10%, which has not been matched since. Interestingly, the performance of this 

sector in the last three years is not superior even to that at the tail end of United Progressive 

Alliance (UPA) II. Clearly, “Make in India” is yet to fulfil its promise. 

Now, could it be that the programme has actually had a favourable impact but the fruits are 

yet to appear? This is possible, and would be the case if the programme has led to a surge in 

investment. But there is no evidence of this either. If we take a wider measure of investment 

— that for the economy as a whole — we see that capital formation as a share of total output 

has declined even more sharply since 2014 than it had been since the decline began in 2011. 

Private investment, seen as the bellwether of an economy, has not been forthcoming despite 

this government’s business-friendly orientation.  

As the decline in investment had commenced in 2011, the development itself cannot be laid 

at the present government’s door but it is unambiguously the case that it has not been able to 
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reverse it. Part of the reason has to do with the fact that the focus of “Make in India”, such as 

the ease of doing business, has mostly been on the supply side. But there is demand to reckon 

with. Firms invest in anticipation of demand, and when they perceive slow growth of demand, 

they are likely to hold back. It is clear that some part of the slow growth of demand in India is 

beyond the grasp of government due to the weather cycle.  

 

Two of the past three years have been years of very poor agricultural GDP growth, with the 

figure actually negative in 2014-15. But agriculture’s performance cuts both ways, serving 

also as windfall when it turns out to be buoyant. Thus, for 2016-17 the Central Statistics 

Office’s advance estimates indicate a more than three-fold increase in agricultural growth 

while industry and services register a reduction in theirs. Had agricultural growth not risen so 

dramatically, growth in 2016-17 would have slowed even more than it actually did. The 

government just got lucky. Whatever may have been the demand-constraining impact of slow 

agricultural growth in the first two years of this government’s tenure, the independent role of 

its macroeconomic policy is evident.  

 

At a time of declining private investment the prudent thing for a government to do is to raise 

public investment. This has not happened on anything like the scale necessary. Indeed, with 

regard to fiscal policy, the government had been guided by fiscal consolidation defined in 

terms of deficit reduction. Admittedly, in this the National Democratic Alliance-II has only 

taken forward a programme initiated by UPA-I. But the slowing of capital formation was not 

a feature then, and economic policy is meant to respond to a changing environment. In 2016-

17, gross fixed capital formation in the economy turned negative. This worrying development 

requires addressing. But having tied itself down to a dogmatic policy stance, the government 

can do little. The centrepieces of this policy package are fiscal consolidation and inflation 

targeting. This combination leaves no room to address concerns of growth. The government’s 

response to suggestions that it respond to the situation is that it will not sidetrack fiscal 

consolidation. Actually, no one is asking it to! It is possible to adhere to fiscal deficit targets 

while expanding public capital. You do this by switching expenditure from consumption to 

investment. 

 

Q.1 Which of the following statement is true? 
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(i) During this period, for the first time in decades, manufacturing had not led the growth 

acceleration in the economy. 

(ii) Manufacturing was to be the key and “Make in India” the government’s programme to 

actualise it. 

(iii) “Make in India” is eminently sensible of itself.  

A.(i) and (iii) 

B. Only (ii) 

C. Only (iii) 

D. (ii) and (iii) 

E. Only (i) 

 

Q.2 How much had annual growth of manufacturing exceeded?  

A. 12%  

B. 10% 

C. 15% 

D. 18% 

E.  20% 

 

Q.3 Why the growth of demand in India is slow?  

A. Due to the corruption.  

B.  Due to the agriculture performance. 

C. Due to the demonetisation. 

D. Due to the economic cycle. 

E. Due to the weather cycle. 

 

4. Which of the following statement is true? 

A. Private investment, seen as the bellwether of an agriculture, has not been forthcoming 

despite this government’s business-friendly orientation. 

B. Private investment, seen as the bellwether of an economy, has been forthcoming despite 

this government’s business-friendly orientation. 

C. Private investment, seen as the bellwether of an economy, has been forthcoming despite 

this government’s business-unfriendly orientation. 

D. Private investment, seen as the bellwether of an economy, has not been forthcoming 

despite this government’s business-friendly orientation. 
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E. Private investment, seen as the bellwether of an economy, has not been forthcoming 

despite this government’s business-unfriendly orientation. 

 

Q.5 Two of the past three years have been years of very poor agricultural GDP growth,  

A. with the figure actually positive in 2014-15 

B.  with the figure actually negative in 2014-15 

C. with the figure actually positive in 2015-16 

D. with the figure actually positive in 2013-14 

E. with the figure actually negative in 2015-16 

 

Q.6 The centrepieces of this policy package is/are:  

(i)  Fiscal consolidation 

(ii) Macroeconomic policy 

(iii) Inflation targeting 

 

A. (i) and (iii) 

B. Only (i) 

C. Only (iii) 

D. (ii) and (iii) 

E. Only (ii) 

 

Q.7 Choose the word which is MOST OPPOSITE in meaning of the word printed in 

bold as used in the passage.  

Prudent  

A. Reasonable 

B. Vigilant 

C. Wise 

D. Sound 

E. Careless 

 

Q.8 Choose the word which is MOST SIMILAR in meaning of the word printed in bold 

as used in the passage.  

Exaggerated  

A. Actual 
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B. Overstated 

C. Sensible 

D. Minimized 

E. Reasonable 

Answers:  

1. (d) 

2. (b) 

3. (e) 

4. (d) 

5. (b) 

6. (a) 

7. (e) 

8. (b) 
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3.3 PASSAGE 

 

The other day, a student asked me what exactly the word ‘liberal’ mean. She wanted to know 

whether ‘liberalisation’ promotes ‘liberal’ values. She had noticed that institutions of higher 

education, which are supposed to promote liberal values, were finding it difficult to resist 

ideological and commercial pressures education, which are supposed to promote liberal 

values, were finding it difficult to resist ideological and commercial pressures triggered by 

the process of economic liberalization. So, was economic liberalism different from political 

liberalism? And what do people mean when they refer to neo-liberal policies? The questions 

she was asking could hardly be addressed without invoking the political economy that has 

emerged over the last three decades. 

When liberalization of the economy started to receive common consent in the mid-1980s, few 

people thought of examining what it would mean for education. Then, in 1991 came the 

dramatic announcement of a new economic policy, accompanied by a package of steps to be 

taken for ‘structural adjustment’ of the Indian economy. The purpose of ‘adjustment’ was to 

facilitate India’s integration into the global economy. Even then, education didn’t receive 

specific attention. Some critics of the new economic policy expressed anxiety about the 

consequences of state withdrawal from its prime role and responsibility in sectors like 

education and health.  

The national policy on education drafted in 1986 had mostly adhered to the established state-

centrist view. A major review in the early 1990s vaguely resonated the new discourse of 

liberalization, but offered little evidence of change in the basic perspective. The Programme 

of Action, announced in 1992, stopped short of admitting that the state’s role in education 

was about to change. Nobody could imagine at that point that over the following decades, the 

state’s role in education would change so much that the Constitution would begin to sound 

like rhetoric. 

In order to examine what happened, we must make a distinction between school and higher 

education. When Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao spoke about liberalization as the 

central theme of the new economic policy, he also referred to the ‘structural adjustment 

programme’. Under this programme, the World Bank offered a ‘safety net’ for primary 

education. It meant additional resources and policy guidance to enable the system to expand 
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its capacity for enrolling children. The District Primary Education Programme (DPEP), 

which later mutated into Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), symbolized the ‘safety net’ approach. 

It was designed to cushion the harsh effects that ‘structural adjustment’ under liberalization 

was expected to cause in welfare sectors like children’s education and health. The DPEP and 

SSA efficiently served this role, creating an ethos in which children’s education seemed to 

have become a major priority of the state.  

The success of these programme emboldened the government to push the Right to Education 

(RTE) law through Parliament. Governments of many States registered their anxiety over 

their capacity to fund the implementation of RTE after the Central assistance provided under 

SSA runs dry. 

In higher education, the new economic policy designed on the principles of liberalization 

offered no safety net. From the beginning, the assumption was that higher education ought to 

generate its own resources. An accompanying idea was that higher education should respond 

to market demands in terms of knowledge and skills. Over the last three decades, these two 

guiding ideas have dented the established system of higher education in all parts of the 

country. Both Central and State universities have been starved of financial resources. Cutting 

down on permanent staff, both teaching and non-teaching, has emerged as the best strategy to 

cope with financial crunch. A complex set of outcomes, specific to different universities, 

makes any general analysis difficult. In some, self-financed courses, mostly vocational in 

nature, have provided a means of income. In others, such courses have been resisted by 

teacher unions. However, these unions have gradually lost their power and say because they 

are broken from within. 

**** 

 

1. Which of the following offered a safety net for primary education? 

A. Government of India 

B. World economic forum 

C. World bank 

D. The District Primary Education Programme (DPEP) 
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E. None of these 

 

2. Which of the following statement is/are true according to the passage?  

i. The purpose of ‘adjustment’ was to facilitate India’s integration into the global economy. 

ii. It was designed to cushion the harsh effects that ‘structural adjustment’ under liberalisation 

was not expected to cause in welfare sectors like children’s education and health. 

iii. The national policy on education drafted in 1986 had mostly adhered to the established 

state-centric view. 

A. Only I 

B. Only i and iii 

C. Only iii 

D. Only ii 

E. All i, ii, iii 

 

3. What was the central theme of new economic policy according to the given passage?  

A. Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA)  

B. Education and health. 

C. New economic policy 

D. Right to Education (RTE) 

E. Liberalization 

 

4. Which two guiding ideas have dented the established system of higher education in 

the country?  

A. The DPEP and SSA should serve their role efficiently  

B. Higher education should respond to market demands in terms of knowledge and skills. 

C. Cutting down on permanent staff, both teaching and non-teaching 

D. Additional resources and policy guidance to enable the system to expand its capacity 

E. None of these 

 

5. Which of the following statement is not true according to the passage?  

i. The questions she was asking could hardly be addressed without invoking the political 

economy that has emerged over the last three decades.  
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ii. Some critics of the new economic policy expressed anxiety about the consequences of 

state withdrawal from its prime role and responsibility in sectors like education and health. 

iii. In 1991 came the dramatic announcement of a new economic policy, accompanied by a 

package of steps to be taken for ‘structural adjustment’ of the Indian education. 

iv. All are true.  

 

A. Only I 

B. B. Only i and iii 

 

C. . Only iii 

D. Only ii 

E. All i, ii, iii 

 

6. Choose the word which is MOST SIMILAR in meaning of the word printed in bold 

as used in the passage. 

Triggered 

(i) Started 

(ii) Stooped 

(iii) Arrested 

 

A. Only (i) 

B. Only (ii) 

C. Only (iii) 

D. (ii) and (iii) 

E. (i), (ii) and (iii) 

 

7. Choose the word which is MOST SIMILAR in meaning of the word printed in bold 

as used in the passage.  

Liberal  

(i)Kind 

(ii) Generous 

(ii) Narrow-minded 

 

A. Only (i) 
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B. Only (iii) 

C. (i) and (ii) 

D. (i) and (iii) 

E. (i), (ii) and (iii) 

 

8. Choose the word which is MOST OPPOSITE in meaning of the word printed in bold 

as used in the passage.  

Rhetoric  

(i) Mispronouncement 

(ii) Oratory 

(iii) Silent 

 

A. Only (i) 

B. (i) and (iii) 

C. Only (iii) 

D. (ii) and (iii) 

E. Only (iii) 

 

Answers: 

1. (c) 

2. (b) 

3. (e) 

4. (b) 

5. (c) 

6. (a) 

7. (c) 

8. (b) 
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